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To aid, ivhon it inlay concern:
Be it known that I, EDWARDS. BOYNTON,
of Bridgeport, county of Fairfield, State of
Connecticut, have invented an Improvement
in Signature-Presenting Mechanism for Book
Sewing Machines, of which the following de
scription, in connection with the accompany
ing drawings, is a specification.
This invention is an improvement on United
States Letters Patent No. 232,446, granted to
me September 21, 1880, to which reference may
be had. In that patent the signature-holding
plates were of equal lengths, and were hinged
to each other and to the centers of a series of
crossed arms joined together at their ends,
after the manner of “lazy-tongs. With a
holder of the lind therein described it was
found necessary in practice to have a separate
holder for books containing different numbers
of signatures, which was quite expensive.
One object of this my presentinvention is to so
make the holder that the number of signature
holding plates may be increased or decreased
in number at will with facility, according to

25 the number of signatures in the book to be
made. To enable this object to be gained, the
two plates, which holdieach signature and keep
it open for the entrance between its halves of
the mechanism which is to remove the signa
3O tures from the holder, are secured directly to
end pieces, so that the said plates lie parallel;
but the plates are of different widths, in order
to permit the edge of the widest plate to lie
exactly in the center fold of its signature,
while the narrowest plate does not enter the
signature so far, and consequently the signa
ture at its center fold is not injuriously opened,
as would be the case if both plates were of the
same width. The narrow plate extends about
half-way into the signature, thus leaving suffi
cient space between the two parallel plates for
the passage between them of the devices for
discharging the signature therefrom. Making
the plates of two widths and locating each with
45 the other, as herein described, obviates inju
rious spreading of folded signature. The end
pieces, to which the plates are secured, have
double ears, and the ears of adjacent end
pieces are pivoted one with the other by means
5o of screw bolts or pins, which are of sufficient
length outside the ears to form pins, which,

When the chain-like holder, composed of the
Said end pieces and plates, is applied in the
filling-machine, may be engaged by a star
wheel, which acts to move the holder, and at
the same time the chain-like holder, as it
passes over the star-wheel and is bent, causes
the signature-holding plates to be successively
separated one pair from the pair next to it, for
the easy introduction on the plates of a signa- 6o
ture, after which, in the further movement of
the chain, the pairs of plates composing the
holder are successively closed as the chain as
sumes a straight-line position. These end
pieces, at or near their opposite ends, are pro- 65
vided centrally with pins, which are engaged
by a pawl of the sewing-machine, to be de
Scribed in another application, such pawl op
erating to feed the holder forward intermit
tingly and hold it securely in place while each O
signature is being removed therefrom. When 7
the holder has been properly filled with signa
tures, the end pieces are substantially parallel,
and the chain-like holder is substantially
straight; but the end pieces composing the 75
chain-like holder are connected each with the

other only at one end. To enable the pawl
referred to to operate upon the pins at the
free ends of the end pieces and move the holder,
it is necessary to clamp the end pieces together 8o
in some proper way. To do this the end
pieces composing the ends of the chain are
also connected by solid plates, preferably of
Wood, to thus form heads or ends.
The clamping mechanism herein shown, to 85
hold the plates and ends together properly in
the sewing-machine, is composed of cords and
two hollow drums, each containing a clock

spring, the normal tendency of which is to
wind the cords on the said drums. Each cord
is provided at its outer end with a ling to en
gage a hook on the oppositehead of the holder,
and the cords are drawn out more or less, ac
cording to the number of signature-holding
plates in the chain-like holder, the tension of 95
the springs being increased proportionately
as the cords are drawn off the drums.
Figure 1 represents in side elevation one of
my improved holders closed, it having that
one of its sides up which is necessary to re- IOO
tain the signatures on the plates; but when
put into a book-sewing machine, such as will
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be described in another application, to be
made by me, the said holder. Will be inverted.
In this figure the signatures are omitted. Fig.
2 is a rear end view of the holder, showing
that one of its heads which carries the drums
and springs of the holder-clamping mechan
ism. Fig. 3 is a face view of the two parallel
plates, of different Width, which receive about
then the signature; Fig. 4, a section of Fig.
IO 3 on the lotted linea ar, a signature being
shown thereon in dotted lines. Fig. 5 shows
part of the filling-machine to which the chain
like holder is applied in order to fill it readily
With signatures; Fig. 6, a partial end view of
I5 Fig. 5, looking at it from the right, with the
signature-holdel' omitted: Fig. 7, the star
wheel enlarged; Fig. S, a right-hand end view
of Fig. 6: Fig. 9, a view of one of the end
pieces enlarged, and Fig. 10 a view of one
of the pins for connecting the end pieces to
gether.
The signature-holder may contain any de
sired number of plates and end pieces, accord
ing to the number of signatures in the book to
be made. Commencing with the end pieces
at of the holder, they are rigidly attached to
the head (t", preferably, for lightness, made of
Wood. The end pieces (t" at the opposite cnd
of the holder are likewise joined by a wooden
head, (c, to which are secured two drums, b,

cl d' an open space of sufficient width for the
passage of the devices, which act upon the said
signature at its center ?old and discharge it
from the holder and present it to the sewing 7o
mechanism, as will be described in my appli
cation for sewing-machine referred to. The
pin-bolts c serve to connect together readily
in a chain any desired number of end pieces
and
plates did. The free ends of the end 75
pieces are provided centrally with rigid pins
c", just in line with the space between the
plates did, so that when the holder shown in
Fig.1 is placed in the book-sewing machine,
but inverted, the said pinc, then at the lower 8o
side of the holder, will come into position to
be acted upon by suitable pawls, to be therein
described, which will intermittingly move the
signature-holder forward and hold it in such

position that the open space between the 85
plates did will be presented exactly in position
below the clevices which alo to cnter between

the said plates to remove the signature there
on from the holder.

: . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;

The apparatus for manipulating the chain-go

like holder to open it correctly for the easy
introduction of the signature is composed of a
frame, A, of suitable shape to support two
guides, B, properly grooved to receive the
outwardly-projecting ends of the screw pins
or bolts c, each end piece of the signature-holder
each of which contains a clock-spring, l', as being suspended in the Said guides. Extend
shown in one of them in Fig. 2. Each drum ing across between these guides, at one end, is
has connected with it a cord, l, which is ex a shaft, c, having upon it two star-wheels, e,
tended over a sheave, l', properly supported having spaces of proper shape to receive the iIOO
on the said head. . . The outer end of each coard pin-bolts c, and which, during the rotation of
is provided with, preferably, a double eye, l', the shaft e and star-wheel, carry the holder
one portion thereof engaging a suitable hook, along, and at the same time, as the holderpasses
l", of the end piece (t, the other portion of the over the shaft c and star-wheels, bend it and
eye serving for the reception of the finger, to separate adjacent pairs of plates d d", as shown IO5
enable the cord to easily draw out. The tend in Fig. 5, to have signatures applied to then,
ency of the springs l' is to wind the cords after which the said end pieces, as the chain
upon the drums b, and when the cords are is again straightened, will be placed substan
drawn out and the eyes l are connected with tially parallel each. With the other, as desig
the hooks on the end pieces a, the springs nated by the end pieces above the level of IO
drawing on the ends keep the holder, com shaft c. The cords l are loosened and carried
posed of any lesired number of end pieces, on the drum when the chaila-like holder is
firmly clamped together. The end pieces a first placed in the filling-up apparatus; but as
(t" and the intermediate end pieces, a', of any soon as all the end pieces arrive into their
desired number, are each provided with two higher plane above the shaft e, all the plates
ears, 23, (see Figs. 1 and 9,) the ears 3 of each did having been provided with signatures, the
end piece being countel'Sunk to receive the said endpieces and heads are clamped together
ears 2 of an adjacent end piece. These ears 2 by the cords and springs, as shown in Fig. 1.
3 are joined together as a chain by means of The shaft e is provided with an operating
pin-bolts c, (see Figs. 2 and 10,) which, ex ratchet, e, which is engaged by a pawl, e, on
tended through the said ears, are provided a pawl-carrier, c', made as an elbow-lever and
with nuts c'.
turning on the shaft e. This pawl-carrier is
The end pieces a' at opposite sides of the connected by link e” with a pedal, e, kept ele
holder are connected together by the signature vated at one end in any suitable or usual way,
holding plates did, placed parallel each with the so that by pressing on the pedal the shaft e I 25
other, but of different widths, the plated, which may be rotated intermittingly. The extent of
extends into the signature to its central fold, movement of the pawl-carrier is governed by
being the Widest. The narrow plated extends the slotted stop-link c', pivoted to the frame at
into the signature more or less, but never to e. At its opposite end (see Fig. 5) the shaft
its central fold, so as to injuriously open the e has a retaining-ratchet, e", and ling-detente".
signatured, (shown in dotted lines, Fig. 4.) The filling-machine has two standards, f,

thus leaving between the two parallel plates (one near each end of shaft e,) which supporta
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guided slide-rod, f, having a side register, f,
to even the signatures on the plates did. The
rod f' has upon it a tension-spring, f, to keep
it pressed in the direction of the arrow, Fig.
6, and at its end the said rod has a head, f,
provided with a roller, f, which is acted upon
at each backward movement of the pawl-car
rier by an adjustable segmentalcam, g, carried

by the upper arm, 4, of the pawl-carrier e".
The edge of the plated which enters the cen
tral fold of the signature is cut away, as at 5,
(see Figs. 2 and 3,) so as to leave room for the
movement of the side register, f, and enable
it to cover the head of the signature at its central fold, no matter what may be the thickness
of the signature or the number of its pages.
This side register acts against the heads of the
signatures in succession as the plates with sig
natures thereon arrive in line with it, and
pushes the signatures all into correct line up
on the highest part of the plated, placing all
the signatures with their ends in line. The
pins care connected with the end pieces, a a'
a, centrally, so that each end piece is acted
25 upon independently when the holder is being
fed forward in the book-sewing machine, such
independent feeding of each end piece provid
ing automatically for variations in the thick
mess of the signatures or plates, thus avoiding
the liability of the signature - removing de
vices of the book-sewing machine striking the
plates d.
. I claim
1. A signature-holder composed of a series
35 of chain-jointed end pieces and connected
plates carried thereby, to operate substan
tially as described.
2. In a signature-holder, two parallel plates
of different widths connected at their ends
IO

-
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with end pieces, to thereby leave between the
plates a suitable opening for the passage of the
devices which are to remove the signatures
from the said plates, substantially as described.
3. The end pieces a, combined with the two
parallel plates did, connected therewith, the 45
latter being cut away at 5, to permit the signa
ture to beacted upon at its head, substantially

as described.
4. The plates d d", combined with the at
tached end pieces a, provided with independ
ent feeding-pins c, substantially as described.
5. A signature-holder composed of chain
jointed end pieces and connected plates, com
bined with the heads and with the spring-actu
ated drums, and cords to clamp the end pieces
together, substantially as described.
6. In a signature-holder, the end piece a,
provided with a hook, and the end piece a,
and head a, combined with the spring-actu
ated drums, and cords provided with double
eyes b', substantially as described.
7. The shaft e and star-wheels thereon and
guides B, combined with the chain-jointed
signature-holder, to operate substantially as
described and separate the adjacent end pieces
and plates for the reception of signatures.
8. The shaft e, star-wheels, guides B, and
chain-jointed signature-holder, combined with
the side register mechanism to push into line
the ends of the signatures on the plates of the
holder, substantially as described.
Intestimony whereofI have signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub
scribing witnesses.
EDWARD S. BOYNTON.

Witnesses:

A. STEWARD,
J. STEVER.
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